It is vital that clinicians identify radiological consolidation in hospitalised COPD patients, as this confers an increased mortality risk, has important implications for risk stratification and influences management http://bit.ly/2q2vH2J Does it matter if a patient presenting with an exacerbation of COPD (ECOPD) is found to have consolidation on imaging? In the 2010 European COPD Audit, which included 14 111 patients from 384 hospitals in 13 countries with a primary discharge diagnosis of ECOPD, ∼20% had concomitant consolidation on admission chest radiography [1] . Crucially, the presence of consolidation was associated with increased 90-day mortality in this cohort (adjusted OR 1.36, 95% CI 1.2-1.55) [1] . Similar findings were seen in the large 2014 UK National COPD Audit, which found that ECOPD patients with consolidation experienced increased in-hospital mortality (6.7% versus 3.6%, p<0.001) and increased 90-day mortality (15.9% versus 10.8%, p<0.001) compared to patients without consolidation [2] .
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It is plausible that differences in the pathophysiological mechanisms underlying pneumonic ECOPD ( pECOPD) and nonpneumonic ECOPD (npECOPD) may partly explain the differences seen in clinical outcomes in these patient groups [3, 4] . GUTIERREZ et al. [3] analysed sputum samples obtained from individuals with pneumonia (n=15), pECOPD (n=11) and npECOPD (n=16), and identified differences in the lung microenvironment between groups, comprising different profiles of cytokine generation and specific macrophage activation phenotypes. In a prospective observational cohort study of 249 hospitalised COPD patients, HEURTA et al. [4] found that patients with pECOPD (n=116) had significantly higher serum levels of the inflammatory cytokines C-reactive protein, procalcitonin, tumour necrosis factor-α and interleukin-6, compared to patients with npECOPD (n=133). In addition, a higher rate of Streptococcus pneumoniae (43% versus 10%, p<0.001) and a lower rate of Haemophilus influenzae isolation (5% versus 19%, p=0.04) was observed in patients with pECOPD, compared to patients with npECOPD. Clinical characteristics that were independently associated with pECOPD in this study were: chills, pleuritic pain, sputum purulence and C-reactive protein concentration at day 1 [4] . While these findings need further clarification in larger cohorts, they suggest that hospitalised patients with ECOPD exhibit different clinical profiles based on the presence or absence of comorbid pneumonia.
Current evidence suggests that viruses play a key role in the pathogenesis of ECOPD and ∼25% of patients with severe ECOPD appear to experience viral and bacterial co-infection [5] . The natural history of ECOPD is complex and may, in some patients, be characterised by initial viral infection followed by secondary bacterial infection [6] . The progression from acute viral infection to secondary bacterial infection in ECOPD is thought to arise, in part, due to the virally mediated suppression of macrophage phagocytic function and subsequent bacterial outgrowth [7] . However, multiple potential mechanisms may co-exist and further studies are needed to better describe the pathogenesis of viral-bacterial co-infection in ECOPD [8] . Moreover, the influence of, and interaction between, acute pathogenic bacteria and chronically colonised respiratory pathogens requires further clarification in patients with pECOPD. It is also possible that the acute inflammatory state seen in patients with ECOPD confers an increased risk of subsequent pneumonia, adding further complexity to the issue of clinical overlap between ECOPD and pneumonia.
Difficulty in distinguishing pECOPD from npECOPD may arise from a lack of specific biomarkers with sufficient predictive accuracy. For example, previous work has shown that chest radiography has limited sensitivity and positive predictive value for the identification of pulmonary opacities [9] . Computed tomography (CT) has therefore been investigated as an additional imaging modality to better characterise patients with suspected pneumonia [10] . However, there are limited data evaluating the application of CT to patients with ECOPD; in a retrospective observational cohort study of 202 hospitalised patients with an initial diagnosis of ECOPD, 64 patients subsequently underwent CT [11] . In this study, the use of CT altered the primary diagnosis in only two patients (3%) but resulted in additional diagnoses for 27 patients (42%), including the identification of pneumonic infiltration in 21 patients (33%). Interestingly, however, this led to changes in management in only a small number of patients. Most patients were already receiving antibiotics for ECOPD and only one patient discontinued systemic corticosteroids following the identification of consolidation. Crucially, there were no differences in clinical outcomes, including in-hospital mortality, rate of admission to intensive care and length of hospital stay, between patients who underwent CT and those who did not. These preliminary findings suggest that CT may have limited clinical utility in the assessment of patients with ECOPD; however, this requires replication in larger multicentre, prospective cohorts.
In patients with comorbid ECOPD and pneumonia, does it matter which is considered the primary diagnosis? We argue that rather than prioritising one diagnosis over the other, it is more important that the clinical significance of coexistent pneumonia and ECOPD is recognised: these patients experience increased morbidity and mortality [1, 12] . This has important implications for risk stratification; previous work has shown that traditional pneumonia mortality risk prediction scores perform less well in patients with pECOPD. Specifically, STEER et al. [13] demonstrated that CURB-65 (confusion, urea, respiratory rate, blood pressure, age ⩾65 years) underestimates mortality risk in this population. The same research group subsequently developed the DECAF score (dyspnoea, eosinopenia, consolidation, acidaemia, fibrillation), which has been shown to better predict mortality risk in patients with pECOPD with an area under the receiver operator characteristic curve of 0.75 (95% CI 0.71-0.79) for 30-day mortality [14, 15] . Moreover, the DECAF score outperforms CURB-65 in identifying ECOPD patients at low risk of in-hospital mortality, who may be suitable for home treatment [15] .
An additional factor to consider is that the management of pneumonia differs from the management of ECOPD. Thus, the question arises of how patients with pECOPD should be managed. A lack of consensus is reflected in international guidelines, which do not offer specific recommendations regarding the management of pECOPD. A key consideration, and source of ongoing debate, is the role of systemic corticosteroids; further, definitive randomised trials are required to determine if patients with pECOPD should routinely receive systemic corticosteroids [16] . Furthermore, it is unclear which ventilatory strategy is optimal in pECOPD patients with acute respiratory failure. International guidelines do not recommend noninvasive ventilation (NIV) for de novo acute respiratory failure (respiratory failure occurring in the absence of underlying chronic cardiorespiratory disease) in a patient with pneumonia, whereas NIV is recommended for patients with ECOPD [17] . Despite the clear clinical overlap in patients with pECOPD, there are no specific recommendations regarding use of NIV in this population. Recent data from a retrospective observational cohort study of 3971 hospitalised patients with pneumonia requiring ventilation in the USA suggest that initial treatment with NIV, compared to invasive ventilation, is associated with lower in-hospital mortality in patients with comorbid COPD or heart failure (relative risk 0.59, 95% CI 0.47-0.75) but not in patients without these comorbidities (relative risk 0.96, 95% CI 0.74-1.25) [18] . Furthermore, in this study, the rate of NIV failure was significantly lower in pneumonia patients with comorbid COPD or heart failure (13.8% versus 21.3%, p=0.002). While these findings appear to support the use of NIV in patients with pneumonia and comorbid COPD or heart failure, it is important to recognise the limitations of this study. Results could have been influenced by unmeasured confounding factors due to the retrospective study design, and the use of the ninth revision of the International Classification of Diseases coding to identify participants could have resulted in misclassification. Further prospective studies are required to clarify the role of NIV in patients with pECOPD and to inform the development of clinical guidelines for this patient group.
Despite the importance of identifying coexistent pneumonia and ECOPD, recent data from a UK-based, retrospective observational cohort study of 621 hospitalised COPD patients suggest that many patients https://doi.org/10.1183/23120541.00282-2019with radiographic consolidation do not have a diagnosis of pneumonia recorded on discharge [19] . FINNEY et al. [19] noted that of 235 admissions with confirmed consolidation on chest radiograph, only 101 (43%) had a diagnosis of pneumonia recorded on discharge, whilst 126 (54%) had a diagnosis of ECOPD. Only nine patients had both ECOPD and pneumonia listed on their discharge summary. The authors observed clear differences in the frequency of systemic corticosteroid use between patients with a discharge diagnosis of pneumonia, compared to those without (56% versus 98%, p<0.01). Similarly, differences were seen regarding antibiotic prescription: doxycycline was most frequently prescribed in patients diagnosed with ECOPD (47%) whereas amoxicillin and clarithromycin were most frequently prescribed in patients diagnosed with pneumonia (28%). These findings suggest that pneumonia is underdiagnosed in hospitalised COPD patients and that diagnosis of comorbid pneumonia is associated with key differences in management.
Finally, evidence suggests that although inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) reduce exacerbation frequency, they increase pneumonia risk in COPD patients [20] . The observed effect appears greatest at higher ICS doses, in older patients and in those with low body mass index, low blood eosinophil counts and severe airflow obstruction [20] . The seemingly paradoxical observation that ICS reduce exacerbation frequency but increase pneumonia risk suggests that ECOPD and pneumonia may have different underlying aetiologies in individual patients. Moreover, the impact of ICS on pneumonia-associated mortality remains unclear; further research is required to evaluate the relative risks versus benefits and to determine whether patients experiencing pECOPD should continue ICS therapy.
In summary, it is vital that clinicians identify radiological consolidation in hospitalised COPD patients, as this confers an increased mortality risk. The DECAF score has greater predictive accuracy for mortality than CURB-65 in patients with pECOPD. Definitive randomised trials are needed to determine if COPD patients with pneumonia should receive systemic corticosteroids and to establish which antibiotics are most effective in these patients. Further research is also required to clarify the role of NIV in patients experiencing pECOPD and the implication of pECOPD for future use of ICS. Recording both diagnoses of ECOPD and pneumonia on discharge is crucial to facilitate meaningful research into this population. To help standardise the assessment and management of patients with comorbid pneumonia and COPD, it may be helpful to agree on a single terminology that encompasses both conditions, such as pECOPD.
